2008 will see the continuation of the quality and quantity of the many services provided by the City of Loveland. In addition, many new, enhanced or completed additional services and projects will occur this year.

These new efforts for 2008 include projects for fundamental services like water, power, streets and sewers, plus lifestyle enhancements for golf, the library, parks and other departments.

Some highlights for 2008 include a continued focus on revitalizing downtown, an increased emphasis on the Chinook Recreation Center, more roadway improvements and continued focus on natural resource preservation.

Downtown garage? On tap for downtown 2008 is a parking garage requiring possible purchase of land for construction of a multi-level parking garage. Long-standing promise of downtown on Love- land continues to be a major City priority.

Lights and flashing! The intersection of Hwy. 34 and Madison will be no exception, with more than $1 million budgeted for roadway improvements due to the city's growth.

Heading to Quantico Future leaders of law enforcement will greatly improve training capacity while becoming a reality this year. The changes are a result of the city's ongoing focus and the logical next step.

Taking care of the elderly Loveland's electric power division is expected to face increased costs due to the city's growth. Expenditure reduction may make it necessary to seek increased revenue by extending existing power lines and adding new transformers to provide continued reliability.
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